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  Do you like bald eagles and brown pelicans? Today I'm going to show you how they 
became endangered. What I like about the woods would be how peaceful and quiet it is 
and I like streams because it helps you relax and if people cut down trees then we can't 
relax in the woods and then the trees can’t produce the oxygen we need to breathe. 
Also if there are no trees bald eagles can't build their nest on trees to keep their eggs 
safe. If they put their nest on the ground animals could eat the eggs such as squirrels, 
raccoons, ravens,  great horned owls, hawks, and bobcats. So if you cut down too many 
trees the bald eagles could become endangered again or even extinct.  
   Is your favorite animal a bald eagle or brown pelican? Did you know they used to be 
endangered? The brown pelican was endangered in 1970 till 2009. And bald eagles 
were endangered from 1978 till 2007. People would use bug spray near beaches and 
then fish would get the chemical and then the eagle and brown pelican would eat the 
fish and then the animal would get the chemical and also bears and other animals 
would eat fish and then die. And today's population for bald eagles is 316,700. And the 
brown pelican population is 300,000. 
   Another reason why the bald eagles and brown pelicans were endangered is because 
people would use plastic and then they would litter and then the bald eagles and brown 
pelicans would find that litter and choke on the plastic and then die. And it's not only 
those animals there are also a lot of other animals that choke, maybe even your favorite 
animal and that's why you should stop littering and recycle and throw away trash. 
   Reason number 3 would be poachers because the poachers would spend all night 
and all day looking for the animals and shoot them and then they will stuff them and 
they also hunt a lot of illegal animals. And humans could destroy their habitat and then 
they would have no place to live. 
   As you can see we need to stop throwing away plastic and getting chemicals in water 
and stop poachers and destroying habitats if you want animals like bald eagles and 
brown pelicans to survive.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




